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Abstract

Modern natural language processing tasks
such as text simplification or summariza-
tion are typically formulated as monolin-
gual machine translation tasks. This re-
quires appropriate datasets to train, tune,
and evaluate the models. This paper de-
scribes the creation of a parallel Finnish–
Easy Finnish dataset from the Yle News
archives. The dataset contains 1919 manu-
ally verified pairs of articles, each contain-
ing an article in Easy Finnish (selkosuomi)
and a corresponding article from Standard
Finnish news. Standard Finnish texts total
687555 words, and Easy Finnish texts have
106733 words. This new aligned resource
was created automatically based on the Yle
News archives from the Language Bank
of Finland (Kielipankki) and manually
checked by a human expert. The dataset is
available for download from Kielipankki.
This resource will allow for more effec-
tive Easy Language research and for cre-
ating applications for automatic simplifica-
tion and/or summarization of Finnish texts.

1 Introduction

Easy and Plain Languages can be considered lan-
guage varieties of different national languages
with reduced linguistic complexity, which aim to
improve the readability and comprehensibility of
texts (Maaß, 2020). However, “Easy Language”
is not exactly a uniform concept, but more of an
umbrella term (Lindholm and Vanhatalo, 2021).
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Easy Language media in the Nordic countries have
a long history, with the first documented signs of
explicit usage of Easy Language in Sweden dat-
ing back to the 1960s (ibid.). In Finland, the first
books and magazines in Easy Finnish were pub-
lished in the early 1980s (Leskelä, 2021). Right
now, Easy Language is well-established in Finland
in practice, and the general attitude towards it is
mainly positive (ibid.). Archives of selkosuomi
[Easy Finnish] texts are available in the Language
Bank of Finland (Kielipankki1). However, despite
the availability of these resources, there seemingly
has been no effort to create a sizeable aligned par-
allel corpus. Our research aims to fill this gap.

Our corpus is based on the Yle news archives
available on Kielipankki (Yle Finnish News
Archive 2019–20202 and Yle News Archive Easy-
to-read Finnish 2019–20203). Yle is a Finnish
public service media company. It provides content
for different audiences, including special target
groups such as Easy Finnish language users. Yle
Uutiset selkosuomeksi [Yle News in Easy Finnish]
provides short (about 5 minutes) daily radio and
TV broadcasts. The radio broadcasts are also pub-
lished on Yle’s website in text form. In this paper,
our focus is on the news in text format.

The reason for creating this corpus is twofold.
First, we wanted to provide a resource for study-
ing the simplification strategies used by simple
language content providers. This task requires
parallel data in which Standard Finnish texts are
aligned with their simplified versions. Second,
we wanted to start working towards creating auto-
matic text simplification tools for Finnish. Nowa-
days, automatic text simplification is typically seen

1https://www.kielipankki.fi/
2http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2021050401
3http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2021050701
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as a monolingual machine translation (MT) prob-
lem (Kriz et al., 2019), and MT models require
parallel text data to train on. In this stage of
our research, we have developed and applied the
methodology for text alignment and manually as-
sessed the alignments. The current dataset is avail-
able online and can be used for training models
in low-resource settings. The Standard Finnish ar-
ticles have 687555 words in total, and the Easy
Finnish articles amount to 106733 words.

2 Related work

Parallel datasets for monolingual machine trans-
lation are often created based on news. For ex-
ample, the CNN / DailyMail dataset (Hermann
et al., 2015) of unique news articles written by
journalists at CNN and the Daily Mail is used
for abstractive and extractive summarization, and
the ParaPhraserPlus corpus (Gudkov et al., 2020),
which contains pairs of similar news headlines, is
used for paraphrase generation. News-based cor-
pora are also used for simplification, such as the
Newsela corpus, which consists of news articles
simplified manually by professional editors (Xu et
al., 2015).

To align Easy Finnish articles with Standard
Finnish equivalents, we used sentence embed-
dings. Multilingual sentence embeddings are of-
ten applied in paraphrase identification: for exam-
ple, Girrbach (2022) showed that publicly avail-
able, pretrained models already achieve solid per-
formance on this task. Khairova et al. (2022)
also prove the advantages of using the fine-tuned
Sentence-BERT language model for classifying
paraphrased sentences over other modern models.

Current research on Easy Finnish covers many
different resources and methods. One of the most
recent papers containing corpus-based research fo-
cuses on the meanings of the word ihminen [hu-
man] and its usage in Easy Finnish and Standard
Finnish news articles (Valtasalmi, 2021). It is a
good example of research that could potentially
benefit from our parallel corpus. Leskelä (2022)
takes spoken Easy Finnish as a primary topic, and
Hyppönen (2022) focuses on the cognitive acces-
sibility assessment of different service websites.

According to the interviews conducted by
Kulkki-Nieminen (2010), the main three target
groups for news in Easy Finnish are immigrants,
older adults, and people with intellectual disabil-
ities. When Yle Uutiset selkosuomeksi started

broadcasting, however, it was primarily aimed at
heritage Finnish speakers who had learned Finnish
at home but were no longer in the Finnish lan-
guage environment (P. Seppä, personal communi-
cation, March 3, 2023). Kulkki-Nieminen (2010)
conducted the interviews about the main topic of
their research, namely the linguistic analysis of the
language feature specific to Easy Finnish texts.

3 Dataset creation

3.1 Data selection and preprocessing

Kielipankki has multiple archives of Yle news.
When we started creating our dataset, there was
a more extensive archive comprising articles from
2011–2018 and a smaller archive for 2019–2020.
To test our methodology and, at the same time,
work with more modern texts, we chose the
smaller archive.

Yle News in Easy Finnish and general Yle news,
as well as the Swedish Yle partition, are stored
in different archives. These archives are in JSON
format and contain all available information about
each article, including image captions within the
text, topics, subjects, etc. Upon looking at the reg-
ular Finnish news archive, we noticed that Easy
Finnish news articles are often mixed into it, so
we had to filter out such occasions, removing en-
tries with a “selkouutiset” topic. We did not per-
form additional preprocessing on the articles apart
from cleaning out noise (non-Latin symbols, emo-
jis, etc.).

3.2 Reducing the search space

There is no explicit alignment between the Easy
Finnish news. Before looking for pairs of texts,
we had to decide to only look for pairs between
articles that came out on the same day. As we
learned later, it is a valid approach since most regu-
lar news articles, if selected for Easy Finnish news,
are translated and come on air within 24 hours (P.
Seppä, personal communication, March 3, 2023).
However, in some cases, non-urgent matters are
covered in Easy Finnish news later.

The Easy Finnish news from each day’s ra-
dio broadcast is usually combined on one page,
and each paragraph covers its own event. There-
fore, we matched these paragraphs to Standard
Finnish news from the same day. Since we were
looking for Standard Finnish equivalents of selko-
suomi news in a one-to-all fashion, meaning that
we looked through all Standard Finnish articles
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each time in order to find a match for a single
selkosuomi article, we wanted to limit the num-
ber of Standard Finnish articles we have to look
through at each step. Therefore, we did not just
limit matching to articles from the same day but
also only looked at Standard Finnish articles with
some of the same subjects that the selkosuomi ar-
ticles from this day had. Sometimes the articles
are translated into Easy Finnish from Swedish (P.
Seppä, personal communication, March 3, 2023),
but for this project, we limited ourselves to match-
ing only Finnish articles.

3.3 Alignment strategies

After the article matching explained in the previ-
ous section, we tried different techniques to find
pairs of Finnish and Easy Finnish articles dis-
cussing the same topic.

The first strategy we tested was to try and match
some articles based on the same image captions.
For that, we lifted the same-day limitation. Un-
fortunately, upon inspection, this strategy proved
to be unreliable, so we did not use it. Some cap-
tions were too broad to guarantee that all articles
in which the corresponding image is found are on
the same topic. However, we do not completely
abandon this strategy and acknowledge that paired
with paraphrase identification techniques, it could
be used for expanding the dataset.

In order to find pairs of equivalent articles, we
needed a tool to estimate the similarity between
two texts. To do so, we looked at Doc2Vec and
Sentence Transformers to obtain document embed-
dings that can be used to measure the cosine simi-
larity between them.

Doc2Vec is a model that can represent a docu-
ment (i.e., a text of one or more sentences) as a sin-
gle vector. We used the Gensim implementation4

based on Le and Mikolov (2014) and a Senten-
cePiece5 unigram language model (Kudo, 2018)
for tokenization. To train the SentencePiece and
Doc2Vec models, we used the Yle News archives
from 2016–2018,6 something not yet included in
our dataset. A total of 202,656 articles were used
for Doc2Vec, and 1 million randomly selected sen-
tences for SentencePiece.

Sentence Transformers are language models
used to derive semantically meaningful sentence
4https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/
doc2vec.html
5https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
6http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2017070501

embeddings. For this project, we used one of
the models from SBERT7 (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019): the multilingual knowledge-distilled ver-
sion of multilingual Universal Sentence En-
coder (Yang et al., 2020), version 2 (distiluse-base-
multilingual-cased-v2). Version 1 is said to have
better performance but does not include Finnish,
so we opted for the second version. In order to
get an embedding of a document, we take the
average of all sentence vectors in the document.
Since this model makes a vector for each individ-
ual sentence, transforming larger articles into vec-
tors can be computationally expensive, so we only
use the first 15 sentences to make an article’s vec-
tor. It should be noted that the length of most Easy
Finnish articles does not exceed this limit.

We manually compared both approaches on a set
of Standard Finnish and Easy Finnish articles from
the same random date. After looking at a sample
of Standard and Easy Finnish articles from a few
days, we found out that, even though the Sentence
Transformer operated with only the first 15 sen-
tences of the documents, as opposed to Doc2Vec,
which utilized the entire documents, the Sentence
Transformer performed better in finding equivalent
articles. It also gave more representative scores:
true pairs received high similarity scores (> 0.6),
and false pairs received low scores (≤ 0.3), as
opposed to the Doc2Vec model, where the scores
were between 0.47 and 0.6. It is possible that a
larger Doc2Vec model could have given better re-
sults. Still, for the sake of convenience and repro-
ducibility of our work, we chose to proceed with
the Sentence Transformer architecture for measur-
ing semantic similarity.

3.4 Similarity threshold

For each Easy Finnish article in our collection, we
found a Standard Finnish pair by choosing the arti-
cle with the highest cosine similarity. Sometimes,
it was impossible to find a good match. We had to
establish a threshold of cosine similarity because,
obviously, lower scores indicate a higher possibil-
ity of a false match. As seen in Figure 1, most
pairs have cosine similarity scores between 0.6 and
0.7, with a little less than 500 pairs having a score
of 0.5. We decided to perform the human eval-
uation on articles with scores from 0.6 to 1 to as-
sess whether the scores actually represent semantic
similarity and, if so, what the threshold should be.

7https://www.sbert.net/
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Figure 1: Distribution of cosine similarity scores across arti-
cle pairs. X-axis is the approximated cosine similarity, y-axis
is the number of pairs.

4 Evaluation

We ended up with 1919 pairs of articles with high
(≥ 0.6) similarity scores. An expert was asked to
evaluate each pair and give it one of three scores:
“positive” – if the articles are definitely about the
same topic, “negative” – if the articles definitely
talk about different topics, or “neutral” – if it can-
not be definitively said whether or not the articles
talk about the same topic. The expert also gave
comments on most of the negative cases. As seen
in Figure 2, the percentage of negative labels grows
with the decline of the similarity score. Therefore,
we conclude that the cosine similarity indeed rep-
resents the semantic similarity of texts as seen by
a human expert, and since the percentage of pos-
itive texts with labels between 0.6 and 0.7 is ap-
prox. 52%, there is no need to decrease the lower
similarity threshold. There are 1257 “positive”,
470 “negative”, and 192 “neutral” article pairs in
the dataset. Therefore, 65.5% of the data is “pos-
itive”, 24.5% is “negative”, and 10% is “neutral”.
These assessments can be used for classifying ar-
ticle pairs automatically, allowing for the creation
of larger parallel datasets from the remaining Yle
news archives.

The most common reasons for giving a pair of
articles a “negative” or “neutral” score were as
such:

• Easy Finnish article is about a completely dif-
ferent topic.

• Easy Finnish article covers a similar topic but
does not exactly match the original article for
various reasons (e.g., time, location, different
focus).

Figure 2: Percentages of labels given by the expert. X-axis is
the approximated cosine similarity, y-axis is the percentage.

• Easy Finnish article cannot be mapped to one
original article but compiles information from
several original articles.

It should be noted that some topics like Brexit,
coronavirus, or weather forecasts were challeng-
ing to evaluate, especially when no particular time
markers were mentioned. Due to the number of
news on the same topic being too high, it was
sometimes difficult to establish if two similar ar-
ticles were definitely talking about the same event.
There were also cases when the Easy Finnish arti-
cle covered a topic relevant to the entire country of
Finland, but the Standard Finnish article was lim-
ited only to one particular region (e.g., Lapland).

During the assessment, the expert compared
the simplification strategies they saw in the
Easy Finnish articles to the Easy Finnish Indica-
tor/Selkomittari 2.0.8 Selkomittari is a document
that outlines the criteria for assessing how simple
the text is. However, we did not use it to deter-
mine the quality of simplification but to see which
strategies Easy Language content authors use in
their work. According to the expert, the following
characteristics are present in most of the simplified
articles:

• The text mainly contains general vocabulary
evaluated as familiar to the readers.

• The text does not contain lots of long words.

• The text contains no figures of speech that
require creative reasoning to understand (to
chip away at something, brain drain, etc.).

8https://selkokeskus.fi/wp-content/
uploads/2022/04/Selkokielen-mittari-2.
0.pdf
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index in
selko

index in
regular

selko text regular text cos sim status comments

3-
10973979 0

3-
10972641

Raakaöljyn hinta on nous-
sut tänään melkein 10
prosenttia. Hinnannousun
syy ovat Saudi-Arabiaan
lauantaina tehdyt iskut...

Öljyn hinta nousi en-
emmän kuin Iranin
vallankumouksen tai
Kuwaitin sodan alettua.
Öljyn hinta lähti odote-
tusti jyrkkään nousuun
markkinoiden avauduttua
maanantaiaamuna...

0,84402 Positive Small difference in
selkonews: last sen-
tence

Table 1: An example of a dataset entry. The “index in selko” column includes the index of the entire entry in the Kielipankki
dataset and the paragraph number after the underscore. Copyright: Yleisradio Oy, Finnish Broadcasting Company (Yle).

• The text contains high, precise numerical fig-
ures only if this is justified by its topic. If
necessary, figures are approximated.

• Figures, numbers, units of measure, and rela-
tionships between numbers are presented vi-
sually.

• The text contains no abbreviations or
acronyms, except for established ones which
are better recognized as abbreviations than if
written out in full (PDF, DVD).

• The text does not contain many language
structures rated difficult.

• Clauses and sentences are mainly short.

• The text contains no words that have several
different elements, such as derivative affixes,
inflectional suffixes, and clitics.

• Sentence structures are simple. For the most
part, they only have one subordinate clause.

It should be noted that in some cases, the vo-
cabulary of Easy Finnish articles was not easy.
For example, the expert has encountered the word
amurinleopardikissapariskunta (the pair of Amur
leopards), which was not used even in the origi-
nal news article. Other cases of not-so-easy lin-
guistic constructions found by the expert include
complex sentence structures (in one case, a long
sentence with four subordinate clauses) and col-
loquialisms without any additional comments on
their meaning. There were also Easy Finnish arti-
cles that just summarized the original ones with no
sentence-level simplification.

Obviously, not everything needs to be simpli-
fied. Sometimes, the authors of Easy Finnish texts
will use complex words or constructions if they

consider it necessary based on their expertise. The
only reason we need to point out that sometimes
the Easy Finnish articles might have “difficult”
sentences is for other researchers to be aware of
such cases. For example, suppose someone wants
to make a sentence-aligned dataset based on Stan-
dard and Easy Finnish news to train an automatic
text simplification model on. In that case, filtering
out the not-so-easy Easy Finnish sentences may be
beneficial before training.

5 Conclusions

We have described the creation of a parallel
Finnish–Easy Finnish dataset based on news arti-
cles. With the help of a human assessor, we eval-
uated the automatically aligned pairs of articles,
which helped us to determine the optimal similar-
ity threshold and identify various cases of incorrect
or ambiguous alignments. We also describe some
of the simplification strategies used by authors dur-
ing the creation of Easy Finnish articles.

This resource is now available for down-
load on Kielipankki under the CLARIN ACA –
NC license: http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:
lb-2022111625. The dataset can be used to
study the linguistic properties of simplified Finnish
and for various natural language processing ap-
plications. For example, it can be used for low-
resource simplification or summarization. An ex-
ample dataset entry can be seen in Table 1.

Some steps can be taken to improve our data col-
lection procedures further. For example, a valuable
contribution would be to find a way to match Easy
Finnish articles to Swedish sources or Standard
Finnish ones from different dates without it be-
ing too computationally expensive. Currently, we
are working on extending the dataset and adding
sentence-to-sentence alignments to create a more
extensive dataset suitable for text simplification.
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